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Compassion therapy for schizophrenia is an emerging approach. There are a number of ways that it can be applied to living with 
schizophrenia. Its primary importance lies in how it can be used to soothe the fear and emotional pain which are caused by paranoia and 
critical voices. It does this by being receptive to suffering and so being motivated to do something about it. The approach is that the sooth-
ing will lighten the load of the illness so you can bear up to it better.

Schizophrenia is thought be stress induced and once you have it the stress of the terrifying symptoms perpetuates the illness. Compas-
sion can soothe these stresses including those caused by the fear and emotional pain. It creates a nice warm feeling so all this should help 
with any low mood caused by the voice and delusions. Compassion also allows a connectedness with other people and allows for making 
new friends and partners together with for family support. 

This article will outline my day-to-day experiences of compassion through the different problems caused by having schizophrenia and 
why I found it so useful. It wasn’t enough on its own to solve the problems of fear and pain with the illness. Yet it allowed other ways of 
coping so that my life much more bearable and enjoyable. What follows is my journey with schizophrenia and how applying compassion 
techniques helped me to come through it.

My story

Using compassion focused therapy, I could control the fear and emotional pain and soothe the schizophrenia all before it got to be 
overwhelming. Living on my own and going out with friends became more possible. The therapy enabled a new lease of life in case the fear 
stopped me doing what I wanted when getting out. It has allowed for some independent living so far despite being dependent on family 
and support staff. It solved the restrictiveness of being in sheltered housing and the low mood when living on my own.

Most importantly compassion can open up your emotions so that gives the possibility of loving care from your family to be more pos-
sible. So, it can kick start the process of receiving family help when going through the mental system which we will be outlining. In particu-
lar when the illness gets so frightening that it goes into crisis then during the different stages on your journey you will be more resilient 
so that loving care from your family stands more chance of getting through it all. 

With compassion you can soothe fear, so you are more emotionally responsive. Then you can soak up the family atmosphere both when 
on the ward and at the day centre. Like a friendship, it is a nice warm feeling and is a good way of making social contact with the other 
service users. That leads to feeling part of a caring community. Then there are other ways of calming and soothing which can combine with 
compassion and settling down to life again. 
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The compassion allowed for some connectedness with the other residents and that allowed the sheltered housing to have more of a 
group feel. We could now socialize with each other and get out and about with each other. This helped with the feeling of confinement 
and turned the project into a homely place. This was stronger than just a family atmosphere and created a sense of belonging even when 
it involved group living and sharing the place with other people.

Not being so frightened with compassion had other benefits too. I wasn’t so frightened when on my own. I was able to go out with the 
support of friends and family or professional help. This again had important therapeutic benefits in that sometime doing things by your-
self is better than having company. I could spend time at home on my own and be in my own space. Again, this could have a soothing effect 
and added to the range of different feelings and atmospheres I could experience.

Another thing I found important about compassion was I could start to calm down enough to concentrate. This allowed me to do 
courses at the day centre but more crucially I could do courses outside the mental health system as at a Further Education college. It meant 
I wouldn’t miss a class with fear and wouldn’t fall behind with the syllabus. I could also use it to sit exams and handle the pressure of these. 
That allowed for a strong sense of achievement when I passed the test.

Another thing that compassion allowed in terms of concentration was some more leisure activities. This included archery and the 
media. I was now able to focus on the target or follow the plot of a movie at home or in the cinema. I found that the compassionate sooth-
ing could be combined with the soothing feel of being able to enjoy these things in my life. Again, archery had a competitive side which 
allowed a further sense of achievement in my life.

Until I learned compassion therapy, I felt much worry about acting normally around other people. I was frightened of the neighbors 
when living at the project and independently. Then when out practicing the exposure approach I would end up staring at other people who 
were causing the paranoia. Controlling this reaction with compassion had to be done by calming down and focusing on the conversation 
rather than the frightening thoughts I had about the strangers in the same place.

As compassion helped a number of activities it became important to use it to spend time on my own when moved out. Going out was 
now more a relaxing break form things than had been allowed with the exposure therapy. Then being at home also became easier as I 
could distract myself with the media when I got back. The confines of the house tended to concentrate my mind on the voices, but this 
problem began to ease as there were now many things that could help the pain they had caused.

All this altered the feeling of being at my new home as the compassion allowed for enjoying the time in there. Until then I had associ-
ated it like an impersonal hospital ward in that I was suffering in the place and didn’t really belong there. Then once I had made social 
contact and was enjoying life in the place, I began to settle in. Then it began to feel like my place than just somewhere to live at random. 
This helped with the compassionate soothing and made the other healing strategies more effective.

Confronting fear with supported graded exposure was a very incremental process and compassion helped to find the strength to do 
this. Once I learned to handle the stress, I felt more able to cope with life’s pressures including what had driven me mad in the first place. 
I got less frightened with the paranoia and stopped worrying about the whole thing going into crisis. What seemed like having a huge 
mountain to climb began to be tackled one step at a time.

What would really have prevented me from being happy was living in the fear of being punished for 9/11. The answer here was to try 
to develop insight and compassion. These therapies allowed some time for enjoying life in material and emotional ways. They became vital 
to look back over everything that had happened to me with the illness. I could come to terms with the suffering and that helped me look 
forward and enjoy the time that was left. 
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In the end the longer you spend in the mental health system the better you will get to know your friends so family support will increas-
ingly fade more in the background. Compassion from friends and family support can be soothing, and you will be a source of strength for 
each other. You can use this strength to help you stand on your own two feet. So, you will have a therapeutic feeling of self-reliance and 
independence instead of being institutionalized and afraid all the time.

Problems on the ward

When first admitted to a hospital ward you will be getting the full force of the symptoms. You are maybe we weakened by the paranoia, 
hearing voices, nightmares and stigma. You may not eat or sleep properly so through exhaustion you won’t have the strength to overcome 
these fears. Often the only way left is to soothe things with compassion focused therapy. That should open up a number of emotional pos-
sibilities as you go through the mental health system.

When first admitted to hospital and the symptoms are severe the medications and insight approaches often don’t work out. Compas-
sion may be the only way left. Once the symptoms have been improved with compassion this allows other techniques like distraction and 
confrontation to be possible. All this is stress-reducing and should help with the symptoms and what drove you mad in the first place. Yet 
much of the effectiveness of the combination depends on the level of severity.

Compassion can soothe the emotional pain of thinking you are responsible for 9/11. That should stop the nightmares, so you are more 
likely to have level one needs met in hospital. The lack of sleep will be terrifying and exhausting and will stop your Maslow safety and ba-
sic needs. Then feeling physically drained through no rest and not eating will make the feelings of confinement worse. Compassion could 
soothe all this. So, you will have the physical strength to tackle paranoia.

When you are paranoid and in hospital it should give you the strength for some exposure therapy and so for confronting getting off 
the ward. It will soothe the fear of being around other people and enable you to have a break from the confinement of the hospital. This is 
important as being locked up in there and then discharged can be stressful. Compassionate exposure will remove the worry of what to do 
when the time comes for hospital support to end. 

Compassion can also soothe the fear and emotional pain caused by stigma. This is something that could add to all the problems of be-
ing on a hospital ward. It may mean you have lost friends and partners which could be very painful: this on top of all your other problems. 
Compassion allows connectedness so you can make new ones. This may mean some painful time with a divorce separation so without 
social contact compassion may be the only way of healing at first.

When newly diagnosed you may be alienated by capitalist stigma. Family is something to be a part of despite stigma and should help 
with feelings of rejection. Yet compassion could also soothe the emotional pain of both. It will give you the strength not to be labelled as 
weak by other people. So, you will feel better about yourself. It also allows the possibility of graded exposure to fear so you can demon-
strate to yourself and others you are not so weak as the stigma implies.

A family atmosphere

With compassion you will get emotionally responsive to family but in between visits the compassionate family atmosphere can help 
fill in the gaps. So, the feel of the ward allows for socializing which should help fill the time in. Then without the stress of confinement you 
will recover faster as schizophrenia is stress induced. At this point too you will feel more motivated to do the distraction activities on the 
ward and compassion might allow for taking your mind off the symptoms in this way.

Compassion can help you get out and about when on the ward as it gives you the strength in case you should pass out either from fear 
or emotional pain. That helps break the day up while you are in hospital and allows for other ways of keeping busy. This can help keep you 
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motivated to do what you want when back from leave and will make you more engaged and talkative. When everyone if let out they feel 
more sociable and that should help the family atmosphere. 

You won’t also feel so emotionally exhausted so normal emotional relations can resume. Again, this can help you pick up on the family 
atmosphere. It can also help to get emotional support from the other people on the ward. Then they can share their problems so again you 
are not feeling on your own. Meeting new people gives the opportunity to get out of the ward socially and enjoy many activities which will 
help get through the time you spend there more quickly.

Everyone being compassionate with each other will add to the family atmosphere and reduce feelings of hospital being places of in-
carceration and suffering. This should also help with a low mood and make the ward environment less depressing. Compassion allows for 
connectedness so with the friendly feeling it will be more soothing. The nurses should have a role here in first creating this atmosphere 
then afterwards it will become self-sustaining as the patients start to interact. 

To do this it might be necessary to bring you out of emotional withdrawal to engage with friendship on the hospital ward. Then the 
soothing atmosphere will become tangible and much more friendly. The place will seem less austere and institutional. Then it may remove 
the worry of having to keep quiet about your symptoms in case you don’t want to be readmitted. All the same the feeling of confinement 
might depend on how long you are in for so this might not always be the case.

As compassion should allow you to concentrate on the hospital and day centre activities this emotional contact might allow for social-
izing to be combined with keeping busy. It might give you something to talk about when you are thrown together from all walks of life. 
This is especially true of day centres where there is more choice of courses available. So, there may be a need here to get off the ward. Then 
when you are back all this should add more to the family atmosphere of the place.

Opening up your emotions

Compassionate calming down allows for family support at the emotional tier, and this can be usefully combined with compassion. It 
pulls you out of the self-immersion and allows you to make contact with other people. You can then make friends which will help soothe 
things further. This in addition to the soothing that compassion can give you. Better still you may meet a new partner, which again is very 
soothing. You may feel that with respect to low mood as life may begin again. 

Compassion will help deepen new friendships. Then it will become more and more soothing as the sense of connectedness started by 
compassion will continue to grow. It will become caring at a deeper level and so progressively answer the ways the voices are critical of 
you in very fundamental ways. Friendship is a very powerful emotional feeling. So, it can answer the voices even if there is some truth in 
what they say. You can tell the voice “I have a friend”.

The familial compassion emotion will also provide an answer from the voices as family love can support you with emotional abuse. 
You will then start to feel better about yourself…your family will love you, so you come through the emotional pain. Again, family love, 
like compassion, is a very powerful feeling and will be a very soothing reaction. The two together will be even more powerful so you can 
experience normal emotions and not feel pain all the time.

Their love might give you support with Maslow’s basic needs such not being able to eat or sleep in hospital. Then compassion could 
open up your emotions. So then being loved could soothe you and make you stronger physically, as by being able to eat and sleep, which 
again might help with the exposure therapy. You might also be stronger to stand up to the voice and not to give in to what it says because 
you are physically and emotionally drained. Then compassion can help you overcome the submissiveness here further. 
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Families can also help with insight. Once your emotions are opened up, with their love you so you can trust what they say. Then if you 
feel this you will know it to be true. This should also help with safety needs as with paranoid delusions but also with self-esteem despite 
what the voices say about you.

Ultimately with compassionate family support it is easier to self-actualize as you can be your old self again. Then your sense of self 
can be counterposed to what the voices think of you as your family will love you for who you are. This should be a source of teaching 
compassion and to use it for a more positive self-image. That will be a therapeutic feeling in life. Then as your sense of self grows you will 
increasingly realize you have many other good qualities to be used against the voice. 

Underlying causes

Compassion will help you come through any breakdown caused by the things that drove you mad in the first place further reducing the 
risk of this happening again. Another breakdown will be a further source of worry as you may not recover from another one. Then you will 
feel much safer from the voices or delusions that could cause this. It can be combined with some counselling at this point until you come 
through the underlying problems. Discharge will be speeded up by soothing what drove you mad in the first place. It will solve the overall 
levels of stress which might be perpetuating the illness.

Discharge 

Compassion helps reduce time in hospital, so you won’t become overly dependent on the help. You will see yourself improving and 
know you will have the strength not to be dependent. So, you won’t be afraid of discharge through institutionalization. Again, this might 
remove another source of stress which could be perpetuating the symptoms. 

Otherwise discharge into a project might be needed until the other strategies combined with the compassion can be more effective. 
From there it is still a big step to practice independent living. Yet compassion can help regain the sense of freedom and independence. You 
will then have your own therapeutic sense of space and to be able to stand on your own two feet in another way.

If you are too frightened to go out of the project compassion will help you put up with the restrictiveness of living in such a place. As 
with being on a ward this will add to the family atmosphere of this place too. So, compassion will help create a group feeling which grows 
over time. Compassion will allow the staff to get more involved with you too, which will enhance the group’s feelings.

It could also soothe the feelings of being uprooted and the stress of having to move house. It allows for more emotional engagement 
to make new friends and put down new roots again. This process may take some time but once being compassionate you can see where 
things might lead.

Relapse

Compassion helps prevent the need to go back into hospital where there has been a very negative experience of this. It gets you through 
a time of crisis as it also allows the compassionate emotion connection form family. This calming then allows the possibility of thinking 
about insight, distraction or confrontation at this point which will further help you cope. Finally, it will take the edge of the symptoms so 
all you have to do is hang in there until they pass.

Once you have practiced coping with the fear with this sort of exposure you might be more able to think about the insight developed 
with the cognitive therapist or to think more compassionately about yourself. Often this exposure therapy had to be practiced first and 
then needed complimenting. Again, a sequential combination of these approaches might reduce the stressful worries of being confined 
again as they may help you through a crisis. 
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Sometimes the emotional pain is only there when the fear wears off. It is not clear which is worse as you can pass out with both. Yet 
you can have both together and both at extreme levels could make you snap. This may also add to the danger of the trauma. So, something 
stronger like family compassion and insight together maybe the only answer for the two combined. This should make you feel safer about 
breaking with the stress.

Looking ahead

So ultimately compassion helps you look forward in life and helps you formulate goals. You will start to feel better and look forward to 
being discharged. You will begin to realize life is not over, which is the way it seems when you first get schizophrenia. You will be able to 
define what recovery means to you. This even when still getting some symptoms you might still get to where you want to be.

Finally, compassionate friendship might reduce the feelings of confinement so the system might provide an answer to the anti-psychia-
try movement. The ward might still be restrictive, and this depends on how long you are in for. Yet with the sense of recovery, we may get 
to where we want to be despite the symptoms, and you can do this with the help of the psychiatric symptoms.

Conclusion

Compassion has a number of significant benefits which together provide a powerful therapeutic combination for dealing with schizo-
phrenia. These include easing time on the ward supporting the freedom of independent living. Yet more than this it opens up the pos-
sibility of family emotional relations which as we have seen can help us climb the Maslow tree at each level. We can then use our sense of 
freedom for self-growth beyond feeling frightened all the time. So, in the end we may feel a sense of recovery whatever that means to the 
individual service user.
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